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Background
Most children with myelomeningocele (MMC) have neurogenic bladder dysfunction, with often lifelong needs of
treatment making many of them dependent into adulthood. The aim of the present study was to identify and
describe deficits in motor respectively executive functions,
and time-concept perception hindering independence in
the toilet situation for children with MMC treated with
clean intermittent catheterisation (CIC) and secondarily
to describe their own opinions on how their toilet activity
works.

ing motor and/or executive limitations for independence
in the toilet activity.
Concerning the time-concept test only two children
scored top scores on all items, indicating impaired perception of time since the instrument was developed for children 6–10 years (md 6,1 ys). A significant correlation
(Rho 0,675, p = 0,001) was found between the degree of
independence in the toilet situation and time-concept
perception.

Conclusion
Materials and methods
In a hospital setting 22 children (11 girls) with MMC and
neurogenic bladder dysfunction, 6 – 19 years old (md
13.1 ys) were observed in a toilet visit when performing
CIC. Before visiting the toilet the children were asked to
rate, using the Canadian Occupational Performance
Measurement (COPM), how well they experienced their
toilet activity performance and the satisfaction the way
they managed it. After the toilet visit a semi-structured
interview and an assessment of the time-concept perception (Ka-Tid [1]) were performed.

Results

It seems as the children have an unrealistic apprehension
of their abilities but how to become independent when
not realizing you are dependent? It is important to identify time-concept impairment, in order to offer children
means of training and/or compensation with technical
aids. To increase the children's awareness of their abilities
and limitations in toilet activities, the adoption of a client
centred framework is recommended.
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Twelve children rated their toilet activity performance as
maximally good, as well as the satisfaction the way they
managed it. Only five rated themselves as median or
below. In contrast the observation showed that just five
children were independent and 17 children showed varyPage 1 of 1
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